Case-Control Study of Impairments Associated with Recovery from "Pusher Syndrome" after Stroke: Logistic Regression Analyses.
Comparing cohorts with similar functional and motor status at admission to inpatient rehabilitation may delineate demographics or impairments associated with recovery from lateropulsion, also known as "pusher syndrome," after stroke based on lesion side. The aim of this case-control study was to determine how demographics and severity of stroke impairments at admission to inpatient rehabilitation distinguish patients who recover from lateropulsion from those who do not. Patients with admission motor Functional Independence Measure (FIM) scores less than 31 and contralesional lower extremity Fugl-Meyer motor scores less than 19 out of 34 were included. Burke Lateropulsion Scales score of 2 or higher at the time of discharge from inpatient rehabilitation indicated persistent lateropulsion; a score of 0 or 1 indicated resolved lateropulsion. Logistic regression tests included age, gender, admission Motricity Index score, limb placement error, and cognitive FIM score. χ2 analyses compared groups for neglect. For patients with left brain lesion, older age and worse admission motor status distinguished those with persistent lateropulsion at discharge. For right brain lesion, related factors were older age, greater admission limb placement error, and lower cognitive FIM scores. Visuospatial neglect did not influence recovery from lateropulsion. Older age and severe impairments were associated with delayed recovery from lateropulsion in a manner specific to lesion side in a sample with motor and functional deficits. The study provides evidence that lesion side and admission characteristics are useful in early decision making for the duration of rehabilitation, selection of interventions, and discharge planning.